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1.

Introduction

Modern cloud and distributed systems depend heavily on
replication of large-scale databases to guarantee properties
like high availability, scalability and fault tolerance. These
replicas are maintained in geographically distant locations
to be able to serve clients from different regions without
any loss of performance. Ideally, these systems require to
achieve immediate availability while preserving strong consistency in the presence of network partitions. But unfortunately, the CAP theorem [1] proves that it is impossible
to have all these properties together in a distributed system. For this reason, architects of current distributed systems frequently omit strong consistency guarantees in favor
of weaker forms of consistency, commonly called eventual
consistency[2].
The basic guarantee that eventual consistency model provides, is that: “if all update requests stop, after a period of
time all replicas of the database will converge to be logically equivalent”[3]. Today “eventual consistency” became
a common term for proposed different forms of weak consistency models [4–7]. Each of these work proposes consistency models that provides different weak guarantees and
features. With the absence of a uniform specification formalism on the eventual consistency guarantees, the development
and usage of eventually consistent systems became very
challenging for the programmers. There are different solutions proposed for making weak consistency model more
programmer-friendly. While solutions like [7, 8] try to define new replicated data types for programming weak consistency, other solutions [4, 9] try to solve the same problem
by defining new programming languages and programming
models. These solutions try to solve the programmability issues by hiding some of the non-determinism exposed by the
eventual consistency models. The main sources of the non-
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determinism in such systems are the asynchronous message
passing and the weak guarantees. Depending on the guarantees given by the weak consistency models, there can be
inconsistencies among replicas. These different sources of
non-determinism make the problem more challenging than
shared-memory concurrent programs and general messagepassing programs. In the presence of such different sources
of non-determinism, it is important to provide good debugging and verification tool support to the programmers.
In this proposal, we aim to investigate application level
specifications and develop verification techniques (both
static and dynamic) for applications running on eventually
consistent systems and using replicated data types.

2.

Motivation

Due to relaxed guarantees of eventual consistency, applications running on such systems allow for a wider set of
program behaviors than a traditional application running on
strong consistency. Depending on the nondeterminism induced by consistency level, an operation can/cannot see the
updates of its own session, may read and operate on stale
data or may receive concurrent updates in different orderings. Thus, application programmers should take into account different possible execution scenarios that can happen
in eventually consistent systems.
Consider a business-to-business e-commerce application
which allows its clients (stores) to view catalogs of products and place orders. The application can be accessed using computers or mobile devices and it is built on top of an
eventually consistent system. In addition to high availability,
supporting eventual consistency enables store employees to
place orders even if his device is in offline mode. The application aims to guarantee that: (i) If the product is out of
stock, the client will be informed and no shipping will be
processed (ii) The budget of a client is updated after each
shipment (iii) If an order is cancelled, neither shipment nor
budget update is performed. (iv) Every order submitted to
the system is eventually processed (v) The quantity of a
product in stock is always non-negative. (vi) The budget of
a client is always non-negative.
Writing specification (i.e. invariants, assertions etc.) for
applications running on eventually consistent distributed
systems is non-trival. An application such as the one ex-

eventually consistent application must satisfy. It is not clear
in these specifications whether they are stated on the replicalocal state or eventual global state. For instance, some applications may keep some data in the client layer (see Figure 1)
and its operations can specify restrictions on client state. On
the other side, some specifications must hold on to the eventual global state reached in the server layer. Similarly, an
application may have seperate invariants for local and global
states, that need to hold in specific cases. Besides, it might
be helpful for a specification to make use of some ghost variables that does not exist in the programmer’s code but appear
in the program annotations. As given in the specifications (ii)
and (iii), the interpretation of old(variable) indicating the
value of a data object before an operation is also not clear
in the eventually consistent setting. Another point is that the
requirements specifying a liveness property of eventual processing such as (iv) cannot be represented in such program
verification specification languages. A spefication language
of a verification tool for eventually consistent systems needs
to be extended so that it is capable of stating expressions
Figure 1. Different implementation layers in an application
vital for eventually consistent applications.
for eventually consistent systems
While developing such an eventually consistent application, the programmer should consider many non-trivial cases
Using the specification language provided by the state-ofthat may arise from the eventual transmission of the updates.
the-art programs verification tools, we can attempt to write
For instance, he should define how the system behaves (i)
application specifications as follows (assuming each client
when a client who has not received the shipment information
and order has unique ids):
yet, cancels an order or (ii) when a store employee makes an
order in offline mode and the order is duplicated by another
(i) If the product is out of stock, the client will be informed
employee or (iii) two concurrent orders processed successand no shipping will be processed. This can be stated as
fully in the replicas they are submitted to, but their sum exa post-condition to processOrder:
ceeds the number of available products in stock. Some se(ensures checkStock(o.qty) ≤ 0 =⇒
quence of operations might require the use of (eventually
clientInf ormed[o] && !orderShipped[o])
consistent) transactions to provide isolation and atomicity.
(ii) The budget of a client is updated after each shipment.
Furthermore, there might be critical operations (such as upThis can be stated as a post-condition to makeShipment:
dating the store budget) that might need stronger guarantees
(ensures orderShipped[o] =⇒ clientBudget[o.client]
(main copy for updating some replicated data objects or pro== (old(clientBudget[o.client]) − o.totalCost))
viding stronger consistency levels for some specific operations, etc.).
(iii) If an order is cancelled, neither shipment nor budget
The nondeterminism in eventual consistency models
update is performed. As a post-condition to cancelOrder:
makes it harder to reason whether a program behaves as
(ensures orderCancelled[o] =⇒ (clientBudget[o.client]
intended. Moreover, eventual consistency is a novel concept
== old(clientBudget[o.client]))&&!orderShipped[o])
and programmers are not used to think in this relaxed seman(iv) Every order submitted to the system is eventually protics. Therefore, there is a need for verification of applicationcessed. (Note that the following statement cannot express
level guarantees of such programs.
eventuality.)
(invariant ∀ Order o; o.id =⇒ processed[o])
3. Our Approach
plained above, will contain different implementation levels
(i.e client-side, server-side) which will make it challenging
to write specifications. Figure 1 shows a general model for
the application interactions between different implementation layers. Depending on the specification of the application, different properties can be checked on different implementation levels and on different variables. For instance,
properties related to single client can be checked with local
variables on client level whereas application wide properties have to be defined over the eventual global variables on
database or server level.

(v) The quantity of a product in stock is always nonnegative.
(invariant ∀ P roduct p; stockQty[p] ≥ 0)
(vi) The budget of a client is always non-negative.
(invariant ∀ Client c; clientBudget[c] ≥ 0)
However, these specifications are not expressive enough
to state the necessary information on the properties that an

The example system in Section 2, shows that there are many
questions to consider in the design of an eventually consistent application and hence a wide range of properties that an
application must satisfy. Yet, the concept of eventual consistency is too broad and it is not explicit how to specify these
properties.
Based on this example system and the discussion of its
specifications, we aim to investigate (i) how to state these ap-

plication specifications(including assertions, invariants, and
temporal specifications) and how to interpret their semantics (ii) how we can build static and dynamic techniques for
verifying given application specifications.
We plan to represent the eventual consistency model
presented in [13] in a formal specification written using
a programming-language-like formalism (such as PlusCal
(+CAL) [14], TLA+ [15], Boogie [16], VCC’s input language of annotated C [20], or Spec# [18]). This formal representation will then set a common basis for the development
of dynamic and static tools for the eventually consistent applications.
Dynamic verification tools aim to verify the correctness
of a program under test with respect to its specifications by
exploring the execution space and observing its behaviors.
Different than testing, dynamic verification techniques employ efficient model checking algorithms over the possible
execution space. There are different approaches proposed to
systematically [10, 11] or randomly [12] explore this execution space efficiently.
In this proposal, we aim to build a dynamic verification
tool for characterizing and exploring possible behaviors of
programs written for eventually consistent systems using
replicated data types. We plan to build our dynamic verification technique upon a formal mathematical representation
of the formalization and specifications defined for eventually
consistent systems and replicated data types in [13]. With
such a mathematical representation, we can make the assumption of having a correct implementation of the eventually consistent system and replicate data types. Than, we will
employ a systematical testing algorithm (i.e. CHESS [10])
for exploring all possible execution order of an input program.
Static verification tools analyze the source code of the
program without compiling or executing it. The state-of-theart powerful verification tools [17–20], use deductive methods that take a program together with its specification, generate verification conditions (in the form of first order logical statements) and prove given specifications using theorem
provers.
Our proposal to build a static verification tool for eventually consistent applications will base on constructing a
mechanism on top of an existing tool (which is unaware
of eventual consistency) so that it can reason on and detect
problems in eventually consistent programs with replicated
data types. This requires to encode the semantics of the system (formalized by a mathematical language) so that the abstracted system models all possible executions with respect
to the system’s consistency guarantees. Then, the tool will
verify whether a user program satisfies the necessary specifications considering all possible concurrent operations. This
approach is successfully applied for the transactional systems running under relaxed semantics such as snapshot isolation [21].
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